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Esprit Park North Meadow.

BY DANIEL IDZIAK

Plans to freshen up Esprit Park
remain unsettled, with renovation unlikely to begin for at least another year.
Enjoyed by people and dogs alike—as
evidenced by the brown dirt patches
and fenced off areas to allow grass to
regrow— the almost two-acre green
space in Dogpatch has been subject to
competing visions over how it should
be used. In simplified terms, some want
it to continue to be a space where dogs
and their companions can gather in
largely unfettered fashion; others prefer off-leash animals to be contained in
a designated portion.
Meanwhile, San Francisco Recreation and Parks, which manages the
space, appears no closer to issuing a
final facelift plan than when the last
View article on the topic was published,
in February 2019.
Thus far, $7.75 million has been
earmarked for the still undefined
construction project, $5 million from
the University of California, San
Francisco (UCSF), $2.75 million contributed through impact fees on new
development.
“I hope we see construction start
no later than 2022,” said Julie Christensen, executive director of the
Dogpatch and Northwest Potrero Hill
Green Benefit District (GBD), which,
according to its website, “will act as
fiscal sponsor for the project and will
manage disbursement of the UCSF
funds…The goal of the renovation
project is to make Esprit Park more
resilient in the face of increasing use
levels and to optimize the park’s usefulness to all types of users while re-

PHOTO: Luke Idziak

taining the park’s verdant character.”
“Once conceptual design is agreed
upon it has to go to the Rec Park
Commission, then engineering and
specifications, and then prepare a bid
package, then do cost estimating, send
out to bid, then various contractors
have to have a reasonable amount
of time to prepare their bids,” said
Christensen.
In last year’s article, the View
quoted deputy director of communications for Rec Park, Tamara Aparton,
“We expect to conclude the community
meetings and concept design process
by spring-summer 2019. We will then
move into schematic and detailed
design in order to begin the renovation
in summer-fall 2020.”
“No renovation is happening in the
next few months,” said David Fletcher
of Fletcher Studio, a Dogpatch-based
firm tasked with park design. “The
next step is to have community meetings and the design has to be presented
to the Rec Park commission. Once Rec
Park approves, then renovations can
start. The design itself has not changed
for two years.”
The plan calls for preserving the
existing two meadows, divided as now
by a partial line of trees, with the north
meadow available for dogs, the south
retained for non-animals. Three times
around the figure eight path through
the park equals one mile.
“The project is scheduled to begin
construction in Spring 2022,” said
Madison Sink, a Rec Park communications associate. “There will not be
access to the park while construction is
ESPRIT PARK continues on page 14

Master Story
BY STEVEN J. MOSS

Polling data suggests that the
Democratic Party will sweep the election. Joe Biden will become the 46th
American president, the U.S. Senate
will tilt Blue by a couple of seats, and
the U.S. House of Representatives will
remain solidly Democratic, though it’ll
take time for all votes to be counted and
legal skirmishes resolved.
Even with Donald Trump’s hopedfor retirement, and possible arrest
for racketeering or other criminal
activities, his ascendance laid bare ugly
aspects of our nation’s soul. It’s become
unmistakably apparent that many of us
(still) don’t like Black or Brown people,

believe that our techno-consumeristcapitalistic socio-economy reflects
the apex of human achievement, are
good with massive species extinction
if it increases the easy comfort of daily
living, and aren’t all that troubled by
inequality, which, under this mindset,
simply reflects the proper fruits of
meritocracy. Most of us adhere to some
of these judgements, as exhibited by our
daily behavior.
None of these beliefs are based on
empirical knowledge, or science-based
insights into how one thing is superior
PUBLISHER’S VIEW continues on page 6

Last month, Mayor London Breed and other City leaders gathered at Jackson Park to rally support for Proposition
A, a $487.5 million General Obligation bond that’d be invested in developing housing and renovating parks,
among other things. PHOTO: Carmen Warder
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DEMOCRACY
COUNTS ON YOU!

Subscribe now to help keep community
news alive! The View has 77 subscribers;
to continue to survive, we need to reach
at least 200 subscribers.

YES!

I love the View and would be delighted
to support it.

$60 Subscription

$120 Subscription-Benefactor

Other contribution amount $

Please send my one-year subscription to:

FULL NAME		

EMAIL ADDRESS

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

Enclosed is my check. Please send, along with this form, to:

The Potrero View, 1459 18th St., #214, S.F., CA 94107
I am sending my payment via PayPal to office@potreroview.net.

SHORT CUTS
Slow Streets
Phase III of the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency’s
Slow Streets program launched last
month, with the addition of Minnesota Street from Mariposa to 22nd
Street, 20th Street from San Bruno to
Pennsylvania, Arkansas from 23rd to
17th streets, and an extension of the
Mariposa Slow Street from Texas to
Mississippi. Enjoy!

Food Union
Last month the San FranciscoMarin Food Bank and the Office and
Professional Employees International
Union Local 29 agreed on a contract,
which’ll provide Food Bank employees
with more job protections, guaranteed raises and better benefits. The
nonprofit provides groceries to 60,000
households weekly. “After the firemen, police and other first responders
during a crisis, food bankers come in
and make sure the community is being fed,” said Abel Murillo, the Food
Bank’s business intelligence developer.
“We take so much pride in that work,
and we take that responsibility very,
very seriously. We knew that our success in the community depended on
us having a workplace that has the
gears well-oiled.” Most Food Banks,
or mission-driven nonprofits, aren’t
unionized. “There is a lot of real buyin to the mission of the organization,
and sometimes that presents a dynamic
where people are not inclined to advocate for their needs, their rights, their
wages because they’re so invested,”
union representative Nat Naylor said.
The agreement includes a three percent

guaranteed wage increase for the Food
Bank’s 140 workers over three years;
previously, some received as little as a
five-cent-per-hour raise, according to
the union. The Food Bank will cover a
greater percentage of health insurance
premiums, notably for dependents.
An added floating holiday allows
employees to celebrate Juneteenth,
Lunar New Year or another holiday of
their choosing.

Food Volunteers
The San Francisco-Marin Food
Bank’s COVID-19 response programs
are grappling with a decline in volunteers. Last month the Food Bank
was only able to fill roughly half of its
unpaid worker slots, while the number of hungry households has nearly
doubled since the onset of the public
health crisis. To meet pressing needs,
the Food Bank opened 29 emergency
Pop-up Food Pantries and launched
the Pantry at Home program to deliver
fresh groceries to seniors sheltering-inplace. It takes 2,000 volunteers a week
– up from 1,200 pre-pandemic – to run
these emergency programs. Without
more help, the Food Bank may need
to shutter or scale back its programs.
“Volunteers are the backbone of our
operation, without them many families
would be forced to choose between buying food or other essential needs,” said
Cody Jang, Senior Community Engagement Manager, San Francisco-Marin
Food Bank. “We desperately need
volunteers to maintain these programs
and continue to serve all our participants, especially those most impacted
by COVID-19.” To volunteer: https://
www.sfmfoodbank.org/volunteer/.
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San Francisco Rents
Steeply Decline
BY DON MACRITCHIE

San Francisco rents have dropped
faster than any other major city in
the country. According to Zumper’s
October rent report, which analyzed
data from more than one million listings nationwide, rents in the City have
declined by 20 percent since last year.
Zumper, which vends apartments and
houses online, found that an average
South-of-Market studio could be leased
for $2,056, a one-bedroom, $2,850 and
a two-bedroom, $3,650. Prices were
somewhat higher in Potrero Hill,
where studios averaged $2,345, onebedroom, $2,907 and two-bedrooms,
$3,750. Among the most expensive
two-bedroom rents were in Mission
Bay, at $4,372.
Rental listings on Craig’s List
found similar prices. In SoMa a 466
square foot studio at 855 Brannan
was available for $2,080 a month with
two free months. The unit features
a washer/dryer, hardwood floor and
modern appliances, with an onsite
rooftop terrace and fitness center. A 700
square foot one-bedroom, one bath unit
with washer and dryer at 217 Arkansas
Street was listed for $2,950 month.
Accompanying photographs showed
an older duplex building, carpet and
linoleum floors with a dated kitchen
and finishes.
At the Metro at Showplace Square,
670 King Street, a one-bedroom, one
bath unit with hardwood floors and
washer/dryer was available for $2,900,
including a parking space, with “move-

in special of up to six free weeks.” At
Channel Mission Bay, 185 Channel
Street, a 745 square foot two-bedroom,
two bath unit with washer/dryer, hardwood floors, modern appliances and
upscale finishes was listed for $2,905
a month. Amenities included a fitness
center, outdoor swimming pool, patios
and rooftop deck.
“One of the biggest outstanding questions is the degree to which
COVID will shift preferences away
from cities,” Apartment List research
associate Rob Warnock wrote in “An
Urban Exodus? Not Yet,” posted on
the Apartment List’s website in July.
Based on an analysis of Apartment List
data Warnock found “subtle regional
shifts, but no overwhelming evidence
of a large-scale urban exodus” in large
cities in general, and in San Francisco
specifically.
The data indicated a small decrease
in the number of searches by San Franciscans looking for residences outside
the City. Rent declines appear to be
related to significantly lower inbound
migration. An August article, also
co-authored by Warnock, noted that
“…San Francisco saw year-over-year
drop in relative inbound migration: the
share of renters looking to move from
other parts of the country. From April
through early-August, 35.6 percent of
inbound searches to San Francisco
came from outside the metro.”
Although interest in San Francisco
was still strong by national standards,
RENT continues on page 11
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Eco-Patch Test Garden Debuts
BY REBEKAH MOAN

A group of volunteers is cultivating
a garden that consists of plants native
to the area, adapted to the soil above
Serpentinite bedrock that’s prevalent
along Vermont and 17th streets. The
plot is being nurtured through a
collaboration between the Potrero
Gateway Project (PGP), California
Native Plant Society - Yerba Buena
Chapter, landscape architecture firm
Field Collective, and the Dogpatch and
Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit
District (GBD).
The garden’s name, Eco-Patch,
reflects the geographic isolation
caused by habitat fragmentation,
which in turn reduces biodiversity. A
network of patches in close proximity
could renew the ecosystem, according
to Field Collective Landscape Architect
Alex Harker.
“The Eco-Patch encourages imitation as it seeks to show the positive
impact a network of habitat patches can
have on biodiversity,” she said.
The Eco-Patch is in its initial test
phase. Eventually there’ll be a larger
demonstration garden on the site. Volunteers from the California Native
Plant Society, PGP steering committee,
and GBD biodiversity committee are
evaluating plants and weed management strategies.
“We’ve spent a lot of time determining what plants are the most likely
to be well-suited for the site: low water
use, adapted to or tolerant of serpentine
soils, wind tolerant, high habitat value,
seasonal color and interest – including
taking into account what plants go
dormant for part of the year,” Harker

said. “Field Collective has worked
closely with the California Native Plant
Society and landscape architect Terri
McFarland, who is also on the GBD
board, to develop these plant lists.”
The plant list includes 45 different species, such as common yarrow,
deerweed, sea thrift, California poppy,
coast buckwheat, sky lupine, and hummingbird sage. The test garden will
be used to determine which plants are
most successful and should be incorporated into the demonstration patch.
“The idea is that we will develop
and fine tune these planting lists so
we can share them with the greater
community and inspire people to plant
their own ‘patches,’” Harker said.
Volunteers will continually monitor the plants and collect data on how
well their thriving, seasonal changes,
and maintenance needs, according to
Harker and Jean Bogiages, Potrero
Gateway Park Project steering committee chair and Eco-Patch volunteer
team member. Eco-Patch visitors are
encouraged to record their observations using the app iNaturalist.
In addition to analyzing the plants’
aesthetics, volunteers are testing three
non-chem ical weed management
approaches: sheet mulching, sheet
mulching with a “filler” species, and
solarization.
Months ago, volunteers deposited
compost, followed by cardboard, more
compost, then mulch to suppress weeds
as a means to establish the desired
plants. Sheet mulching with a “filler”
species consists of planting seeds with
fast-growing grasses and other florae

ECO-PATCH continues on page 11

Potrero Paradise — Magnificent Views!
1206 18th Street
O ff e re d at $ 3 , 2 9 9 , 0 0 0
Breathtaking views abound in this unique
home in an A+ location in Potrero Hill's
North Slope neighborhood. Three levels
of living space +additional lower level
in-law garden apartment. Three bedrooms
w/ensuite baths. Expansive deck on top
level w/pano views of SF, Bay, Bridge
to East Bay. Professionally landscaped
garden and decks off each level. Double
paned windows throughout. Parking for
one car in garage. Home is truly one-ofa-kind masterpiece that shows an owner
quality renovation.

w w w. p ot re rop ar ad i s e . c om

Susan Olk
Top Producer, CRS, CLHMS
Lic# 00788097
415.279.8835 | SusanOlk@CorcoranGL.com
www.susanolk.com

Each of fice is independently owned and operated.
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Fiction: The Path
BY STEVEN J. MOSS

Though I’d lived in the house for
several years, I’d never noticed the gate
located at the end of a concrete side
path that led from my front door to my
neighbor’s fence. I’d walked the short
trail to within a few feet of the fence,
where further passage was blocked by a
cluster of Coyote bushes. I’d wondered
at its purpose – a paved path to nowhere
– but never for long.
It was just another oddity in a
property full of them. Hoses randomly
snaked from one place to another,
attached to nothing; neat piles of firewood decayed far from any place to
burn them, as if waiting to be lit as signal fires; stray bits of metal and plastic,
some recognizably hardware, most
unidentifiably shaped, periodically
emerged from the dirt, like cicadas
heeding a soundless call.
Now, leaning squinty-eyed into the
Coyote bushes, I could make out a door
outlined in the fence, thinly covered
by a tangle of Wisteria. Brown-rusted
hinges camouflaged themselves against
the weathered wood.
“Huh,” I said out loud. “Curious.”
A few days later, as I lingered
on the path to admire a handful of
succulents I’d just planted, a thought
bubble drifted into my head and
popped softly. The fence gate, the
path, they’d been placed intentionally,
concrete evidence of a relationship
between the two properties, one sufficiently strong to merit undertaking
a modest construction project to link
them together.

I rolled the insight over my tongue.
The woman who sold me the house, and
then promptly died, had spoken bitterly
about her next-door neighbor.
“Not trustworthy,” she said. “Better to stay away.”
I hadn’t probed further, filing the
admonishment in my mental folder
marked, “people, places, things to
avoid.” It’s one of my favorite files.
Everything in it marks someone or
someplace with whom or which I don’t
have to engage, not even think about.
A responsibility relief.
My few interactions with the
neighbor reinforced the former owner’s
advice. I’d encountered her a handful
of times. An elderly woman with hair
badly dyed blonde, as if she’d tie-dyed
it by knotting together various strands
and then dipping her head into a
metal bucket filled with yellow paint.
Her voice came first, announcing her
impending appearance, a screech to
“stop that noise” or “I’m calling the
sheriff” loosely directed at the distant
sound of a chainsaw, or more fiercely
at my gardener’s hammering in an
irrigation system. The last time she
materialized, shouting from her deck,
she was wearing something akin to a
patched together burka – a veil that
looked like it was fashioned from a
well-used kitchen rag; floppy hat;
muumuu-style housecoat – which I took
to be pandemic-wear. For all I knew,
she worn it all the time, protection
against any number of lurking ills.
When I first moved into the house,
I tried my best to be friendly with

MUSEUM OF CRAFT AND DESIGN

other neighbors, introducing myself
as they walked by with their dogs,
asking the right questions about the
weather, or where to buy groceries.
I discovered that mentioning my
property’s former owner, who’d lived
there for more than 40 years, had
the opposite effect of “open sesame.”
It stopped conversation entirely or
caused an uncomfortable shift. The
neighbors looked towards their feet, or
over my shoulder, before quickly saying their goodbyes. The longest verbal
reaction I received was, “Yes. Harriet.
A complicated person,” followed by

the sound of someone walking away,
yanking at their dog’s leash.
Once I discovered the reaction I
could elicit just by dropping her name,
I used it like a weapon.
“Did you know Harriet?” “I bought
Harriet’s house!” “You don’t know me,
but perhaps you knew Harriet!?”
I’d lean in after launching the
query, happily anticipating the tiny
explosion I hoped to glimpse within
my target’s eyes, which tickled a
deliciously deep memory of long-ago
THE PATH continues on page 6

Green Benefit District
Join us for our next online monthly board meeting at 6:30 pm on Wednesday,
November 18, 2020. The agenda will include an update on the Eco-Patch
native habitat test plantings at the Gateway area along Vermont St. Information on how to participate is on the GBD website at GreenBenefit.org.

Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Association
Be in the know. Meet your neighbors. Make the Potrero a better place. We’re
meeting virtually on the last Tuesday of each month at 7pm. Go to www.
potreroboosters.org for details.

Starr King Open Space
Please join our monthly volunteer days on the second Saturday of the month
from 930am -12:30. This month it is on November 14th.
Also, feel free to join our monthly meetings which are open to the public,
done via zoom for now, the third Monday of the month at 7pm. This month
it is November 16th. Check the website for the Zoom link.
If you can, please donate to help keep Starr King Open Space open, accessible and well maintained for our neighbors. www.starrkingopenspace.org

First Saturdays in Dogpatch: A neighborhood-wide event held monthly
Explore neighborhood shops, enjoy great food and drink, discover maker
market at Center Hardware and 1234 Indiana Street, be inspired at gallery
openings at Minnesota Street Project. All this and more when it is safe to
gather again. Meantime, please visit LoveDogpatch.com
For a $200 annual fee your organization can be listed in Getting Involved.
Contact production@potreroview.net

MOTO MMXX

L E A R N M O R E A N D TA K E A 3 6 0 º V I R T U A L T O U R
sfm cd . o r g / m o t o m m x x

22 AUG – 03 JAN

Spectacular View Home!
309 Mississippi Street
Spectacular view home on a prized block of the North Slope!
This beautiful home has been thoughtfully expanded and remodeled for modern living while
preserving its wonderful period details.
The heart of the home is an expansive great room with captivating views of downtown. The
great room is ideally-configured for entertaining, boasting a chef’s kitchen and dining area that
opens onto a large walk-out deck.
The upper level offers a rarely-available floor plan of three bedrooms and two baths including
a spacious master suite with panoramic views of the downtown skyline.
This lovely home is completed by a sunny studio on the garden level that offers a world of
possibilities as a family room, guest room or au pair’s quarters.

Price Available Upon Request

Tim Johnson
415.710.9000
tim@timjohnsonSF.com
www.timjohnsonSF.com
DRE 01476421

309Mississippi.com

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description.
All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.
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THE PATH from page 4

spats with my younger brother. I was
disappointed when they had no idea
who I was talking about.
I’d made few friends. No one who
might be able to solve the fence-gate
mystery. No one, except perhaps Jo-Jo.
Jo-Jo was the neighborhood’s oldest living resident. His body seemed to
have morphed into a shape more turtle
than human; tough leathery skin, a
kind of shell-like hump on his back that
forced a permanent 20-degree bend.
My previous attempts at conversation,
which were mostly directed at the
fluffy white hair that covered the top
of his head, Chia Pet-style, had failed,
but not for the usual reasons. He was
close to deaf. Only the stealthiest of
words, uttered in exactly the right
pitch, seemed equipped to sneak past
his aged aural defenses.
I found him, twice-bent, weeding
his front yard at a sloth-like speed.
“Hi, Jo-Jo!” I yelped, keeping a
respectful distance. No response.
“Jo-JO,” I tried again, modulating
my voice to mimic an adolescent boy in
mid-puberty.
Jo-Jo wobbled mostly upright, eyes
sparkly beneath caterpillar brows. He
smiled, gave a half-wave, and slow
dived back to his previous position.
“UmMMM, could I ASK you a
QuesTION?”
He nodded as he slowly ascended.
“Did YOU know HARRiet, the
woman I bought MY HOUSE from?”
Something flashed in his eyes. He
kept nodding, though the motion could
have been his head relocating its balance after he stood up.

I paused, not sure how to best formulate my question. “Um, DID she get
A long with her NEIGHBOR? I MEAN,
THERE’S a path between HARRIET’s,
um, MY, property and a gate in the
FENCE NEXTDOOR…”
Jo-Jo looked at me, his head bobbling. His eyes shone like a bird of
prey, or a brilliant star at the bottom
of a very deep well.
“The path was well used,” he said,
in a strikingly clear baritone. “Then,
in time, it wasn’t.” He smiled amiably,
gave an exhausted wave, and slowly
bent back to his task, dismissing me.
WTF, I almost said out loud. If I
wanted a cheap Yoda substitute I’d go
to the Zen Center, or scroll through
Tik Tok.
I wanted to shout at him, to demand a better answer.
“THANK YOU,” I screamed. “SEE
YOU LATER.”
I slow walked back home, cursing
myself for taking an interest in something. Still, I couldn’t let it go. Once an
item was out of my no-responsibility
folder it was almost impossible to stuff
it back in. It lay there, sharp-edged,
pricking at my mind.
I picked up my pace, and soon
found myself at my neighbor’s front
door. I raised my hand to knock,
pausing in mid-air like a Black power
salute. A couple of crows cawed behind
me. I started to turn towards them
when the door burst open.
My neighbor stood in the threshold,
in full faux burka, only her eyes visible
above the rag-veil. I could see hurt
in them, which snapped to anger. We
stood, silent, looking at one another.
I cleared my throat. “Um. Hi. I
live next door,” I stammered. “I was

wondering. Did you know the former
owner, Harriet?”
Something shifted in my neighbor’s eyes. They softened. She opened
her mouth slightly, as if to speak, and
then frowned. Another moment passed.
I smiled, first weakly, then, mustering
all my strength, as warmly as I could.
She took a deep breath, and gently
sighed.
“I thought I knew Harriet,” she
finally said, her voice hoarse. “But it
turns out I didn’t.”
She stepped back and shut the
door.
The story of the path and gate,
placed long ago and then abandoned,
is still hidden, at least from me. I
haven’t seen or heard my neighbor since
I encountered her at her door. Though
things are quieter, I miss her occasional
angry screams.
I regularly pass Jo Jo’s house. When
he’s in his yard he waves me by, like a
traffic cop ensuring proper flows.
It bugs me, the not knowing. As
I take my daily walks around the
neighborhood I chant to myself – path,
gate, closed, path, gate, closed – as if by
cracking open the words themselves
would reveal the mystery. I experiment with different accents, emphasis;
PATH, gate, ClOsed, which I’m tempted
to take to Jo Jo, but don’t. I like the
sounds that can be shaped from “path”
and “gate;” “closed” makes me feel sad,
or angry. I work the word harder, then
softer, elongating it, experimenting
with its feel.
If I see a gate on one block or another I’d previously not noticed I often
stop and examine it carefully, eying
the vegetation to measure its frequency

of use. Sometimes someone comes out.
We strike up a conversation, about the
weather, or their garden. I never ask
them about Harriet. But I want to.

PUBLISHER’S VIEW from frontpage

to another. While some of us are certain
that humans possess inalienable rights
– including freedom from hate, equality
in all its forms, and access to high quality education, housing, and health care
– none of these have been fully secured
or protected, in America or anywhere.
Instead, we continue to fight over what
we believe is right, value judgements
that’re influenced by life experiences,
and, more powerfully, individual and
collective “master stories.”
Master stories serve to frame our
world views, creating a home base for
opinions from which it’s difficult to
stray. One may fiercely believe, for
example, that socks should be put on
before shoes, rather than sock shoe,
sock shoe; that dishes must be washed
before going to bed each day; or that
America is and will always be the
greatest country on Earth.
These things aren’t true or untrue,
bad or good, though following them
might lead to better or worse consequences (clean dishes!). Beliefs are
transmitted to us by family, friends,
social media, television, formal education, even casual encounters. I was
shunned for sobbing after being hit
by a kickball in grade school, thereby
learning that boys don’t cry. Instagram
and Tik Tok tell me that being too
skinny is morally superior to being too
PUBLISHER’S VIEW continues on page 14

Invite you to the 21st Annual

Potrero Hill History Night
Saturday, November 7, 2020

from 7 - 9pm

join us via Zoom
http://potrero-history.com/2020
then enter your name & email address

PROGRAM
n History of the Potrero Hill
Power Station Site

– Jonathan Lammers

n The Power Station Site’s Future
For more info, call 415.863.0784

24th and Illinois street, 1915

Courtesy, openSFhistory.org & The Western Neighborhoods Project
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WANTED:

Freelance Writers
Modest base pay, interesting assignments.
Please contact: editor@potreroview.net
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ST. TERESA OF AVILA
CATHOLIC CHURCH
S����� �� ��� C���������
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We are celebrating “in person Mass” in our church
with limited occupancy. We continue to livestream
all Masses. Please visit our website for the most
current information.
StTeresasf.org
S����� ������

4:15 pm
8:30 am
10:00 am

������� ������

Tuesday
Friday

GZ7GWEFN

Refreshed Price! 2787-89 Bryant
Fully Vacant Edwardian Building

���� ���� S�����

Saturday Vigil
Sunday

Majestic 2 Unit Building

In 2016 property owners William and Zach Spencer ejected Center Hardware and Supply Store and Brickley Production Services from 249 Pennsylvania Avenue and 999 Mariposa Street in anticipation of developing the site. Four
years later the area features a gaping concrete mass covered with trash and graffiti, with a growing homeless encampment. With the pandemic and associated economic fallout, it seems unlikely that development plans will proceed
anytime soon. Last month, in an effort led by District 10 Supervisor Walton’s office, the owners were cited; they have to remove or paint over the graffiti or the City will do it for them and charge them for the work. PHOTO: Jim Wilkins

8:30 am
8:30 am

������ ������
390 Missouri St
415.285.5272.

Handsome and well-proportioned, this fully vacant, wellmaintained 2-unit Edwardian in the Mission has character,
style, integrity, and flexibility. Spacious ground-floor bonus
unit with separate entrance is perfect for accommodating
multi-generational living, private home office/studio, or
guest overflow. Option to purchase as 2 TICs.

Offered at $2,750,000 | BeautyonBryant.com
Claudia Siegel, Realtor® - CRS
/
/
/
/
/

Senior Real Estate Specialist®
415.816.2811
claudia.siegel@compass.com
noevalleyrealtorsf.com
@claudiasiegelsf | DRE 01440745

COVID-Compliant Showings By Appointment

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only.
Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement
is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services
of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.
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COMMUNITY | NOVEMBER
In-person (by appointment)
Now through 11/30/20
Art: “What Kind of Cool (Will We
Think of Next)”
Nancy Toomey Fine Art presents
an exhibition of collaborative
works by Rodney Ewing and
Tahiti Pehrson, “What Kind of
Cool (Will We Think of Next).”
Visit the gallery by appointment:
nancy@nancytoomeyfineart.
com, 415.307.9038, or https://bit.
ly/2TpxCcM. Minnesota Street Project,
1275 Minnesota Street.
In-person
Now through 12/1/20
Art: CCA@CCA Artwork Campaign
Creative Citizens in Action at
California College of the Arts presents
the CCA@CCA Artwork Campaign,
featuring more than 80 artwork
and poster designs that promote
creative activism and democratic
participation by 66 CCA students,
faculty, staff, and alumni. The exhibit
includes artwork that addresses
important contemporary themes
like racial justice, Black Lives Matter,
immigration rights, the right to vote,
COVID–19, global warming, and art’s
healing power. Many of the pieces are
available for free download to print
and display. The exhibit can be viewed
in the windows of the CCA Hubbell
Street Galleries at 161 Hubbell Street
and online at creativecitizens.cca.edu.
Virtual
Monday 11/2
Religion: Dia de Lost Muertos SF
Festival of Altars
The Day of the Dead Festival of
Altars celebrate our most meaningful
events; life and death in one spirit.
Six community altars symbolize
our connection to the earth and

our ancestors. The making and
viewing of traditional, contemporary,
or experimental altars is a unique
transformative experience connecting
us closer to our ancestors. Free.
7 to 8:30 p.m. Join via Facebook
live: https://bit.ly/2HtsulH For more
information: info@themarigoldproject.
org
In-person
Tuesday 11/3
Nature: Free Admission Day,
Conservatory of Flowers
The Conservatory of Flowers is open
to visitors with modifications in place
to ensure public safety and prevent
the spread of COVID-19. Guests are
required to wear face coverings,
with the number of visitors limited
to 25 percent of normal capacity to
ensure social distancing. For latest
information: https://bit.ly/3orlBlz

OTE
In-person
Tuesday 11/3
Election: Walk the Vote
Voters of all ages, backgrounds
and party affiliations are invited
to participate in a Walk the Vote
parade on Tuesday, November 3 at 12
p.m. to personally deliver their ballot
to the ballot box safely, securely and
without the need to wait in a long line.
Assembling as a group, wearing masks
and practicing social distancing,
participants will gather at 2 Marina
Boulevard and travel together to
drop-off their mail-in ballot. For more
information: https://bit.ly/3ovcobP
Virtual
Saturday 11/7/20 and

Saturday 11/14/20
Environment: Recycling Workshops
RethinkWaste hosts its third annual
Rethink Recycling Day virtually, with
two full days of free workshops, tours,
and networking. Learn where your
waste goes, how to heal your sick
houseplant, keep your food fresher
longer, or fix a broken appliance. Free,
but registration is required. For more
information: https://bit.ly/31J3DkM
Virtual
Thursday 11/12/20
Environment: A Live Conversation
with Poet N. Scott Momaday
Join Indigenous scholar and activist
Melissa Nelson for a conversation
with Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist
and poet N. Scott Momaday on his
life, work, and the importance of
remembering that the Earth is a
sacred place of wonder and beauty;
a source of strength and healing that
must be protected before it’s too late.
Free. 7 to 8 p.m. For more information:
https://bit.ly/35vAMBe
Virtual
Friday 11/13/20 through
Thursday 11/26/20
Film: Irmi
In 1906, Irmi Selver was born into a
comfortable Jewish clan in Germany,
where she grew up, married and
began her own family. Nothing
prepared her for the upheavals and
tragedy that were in store for her,
or for the many times she’d have to
completely restart her life. Irmi is
a deeply personal film made by a
daughter inspired by her mother’s
story and spirit. Trailer can be viewed
at https://bit.ly/2HARwik. Suggested
donation: $5 to $20. For more
information and to purchase tickets:
https://www.roxie.com/irmi/

Virtual
Monday 11/16/20
Storytelling: The Marsh’s Zoom
Storytelling Night
Every Monday, four live pieces, both
familiar and new, are performed via
Zoom. Audience members who attend
the live stream get the chance to
perform a five to 10-minute bit! Will it
be you? Free; virtual tip jar available
to support The Marsh. 7:30 p.m. Link:
https://zoom.us/j/852882152 For more
information: https://bit.ly/3moDJdR
Virtual
Thursday 11/19/20
Music: San Francisco Conservatory
of Music RJAM Side-by-Side Concert
An evening of jazz honoring protest
songs and music of hope. Hear RJAM
faculty members Chad LefkowitzBrown, Edward Simon, and other
guests perform. Side-by-side concerts
pair students with members of the
SFJAZZ Collective and RJAM faculty
to give young proteges exceptional
performance experience. The concert
will feature new music created
by students specifically for this
performance. Free. 7:30 p.m. For more
information and to sign up to receive
the live stream link the day of the
concert: https://bit.ly/3kznASb
In-person
Saturday 11/28/20 and
Sunday 11/29/20
Community: Chinatown Walkway
Weekends
Chinatown’s iconic Grant Avenue will
close to traffic to create a pleasant
walkway every weekend through
December. Enjoy a historic street
stroll, shopping, and outdoor dining.
Free. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information: https://bit.ly/3mvf8E3

DRINK
MORE
LATTES
Your support has been
amazing. Keep it coming,
we'll get through this
together.

Hours: EVERYDAY! 7:30am-2pm
Order Online: farleyscoffee.com
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A 100 year-old building on 23rd Street, which served as the Potrero Power Station’s gatehouse, is likely
to be torn down this spring unless it’s adopted, adapted and relocated. Neighborhood advocates are
hoping that funds will be raised to move the structure to Crane or Warm Water cove parks or elsewhere,
where it could serve as a cafe, boathouse, or other facility. More than 500 people have signed a petition
calling for the Port of San Francisco to save the brick gatehouse. IMAGE: Courtesy of Peter Linenthal

Please sign the petition to

SAVE THE HISTORIC BRICK GATEHOUSE
https://www.change.org/save-the-gatehouse
at the Potrero Power Station on 23rd Street
Call 415-863-0784 if you have suggestions
for a Dogpatch site for the gatehouse.

When it’s Time to
Make a Change...
Leaving the family home and the old
neighborhood can be a very hard decision,
both physically and emotionally. So it really
helps to work with an agent who LISTENS, and
who guides you step-by-step the whole way.

Melinda Lee

Your Agent for Good. e-Pro, SRES
415.336.0754 | melinda@melindalee.realtor
Lic. #01344377 | melindalee.realtor

I am your Potrero Hill licensed SRES® Agent
(Senior Real Estate Specialist), working with
you on important transitions — getting the
property ready for sale, and helping you
relocate comfortably to your new home.
Please call me for an informal, confidential
meeting either safely at your home, on the
phone, or online. A quiet talk about big
changes is the first step to your new future.
I’m here to help.

4040 24th Street | San Francisco, CA 94114
Each office is independently owned and operated.
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Paul Kleyman Leans Into Aging
B Y J U DY G O D D E S S

During normal times Potrero Hill
resident, Paul Kleyman, could often
be found sipping coffee at Farley’s,
contemplating what to post next on
his aging-focused blog, Generations
Beat Online.

A 40-year Hill resident, after Kleyman graduated from the University of
Minnesota with a degree in journalism
he was certain of one thing: he wasn’t
going to fight in Vietnam. Attracted to
San Francisco by its “welcoming ease”
and low cost of living, Kleyman spent
his time waiting for his draft hearing
by volunteering to write press releases
for Glide Memorial Church.
With politician Terence Hallinan
as his attorney and Glide Memorial
United Methodist Church pastor Albert Cecil Williams as a character witness, Kleyman was sentenced to three
years of community service at Glide.
The volunteer work morphed into a

paid position, which he supplemented
by working nights and Sunday mornings greeting Church visitors.
“Ageism had just poked up its
ugly head,” Kleyman recalled. “The
‘60s were the first-time older people –
former labor organizers and activists
– had begun exercising political power
for themselves. While editors weren’t
interested in senior issues, I was.”
In 1974 Glide published Kleyman’s
book, Senior Power: Growing Old
Rebelliously. He’s been writing about
aging ever since.
“The thing about ageism,” Kleyman said, “is that the issues don’t
change. I’m following and tracking
the same issues as 30, 40 years ago: the
ageism permeating our social institutions, including the media; the lack of
a coherent long-term care system; the
growing crisis in retirement security
for millions of older Americans; and
the promise and challenge of the
Longevity Revolution.”
After frequently working with
Sandy Close at the Pacific News
Service, Kleyman realized he could increase his effectiveness by supporting
others in the field. A co-founder of the
Journalists’ Network on Generations
and editor of its blog, GBONews.org,
Kleyman has helped train hundreds of
journalists on aging issues.
A grandfather, with a seven-year
grandson living in Los Angeles, Kleyman is eyeing retirement. Until then,
he continues to provide journalists
with insights and information, and is
working on a memoir.

The Portfolio
YOUTH CREATIVE CONTEST at THE VIEW

YOUTH CREATIVE CONTEST!
The View invites those under 18
to submit any creative work suitable
for publication, including drawings,
short stories (fewer than 150 words),
photographs, comic strips, jokes, before
the 20th of each month. Winning entries
will receive a $20 prize. Please send
submissions to editor@potreroview.net.

PIZZA.
SANDWICHES.
SALADS.
CRAFT BEER.
!
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234 7 3r d Street - 41 5. 82 9 . 89 9 9

LAID BACK VIBE Serious Pizza
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RENT from page 3

it was down from 47.2 percent in the
same time period last year. Workers
interested in the City’s desirable tech
jobs “may be delaying their moves
while their employers are fully remote,”
according to Warnock.
According to Warnock, “a lot of
movement is taking advantage of dropping prices, moving to better apartments for the same price”, within San
Francisco. Likewise, rents typically
drop in winter; given the public health
crisis they might not reach bottom until
the spring. In the long-term, Warnock
believes that cities will continue to
function as cultural centers and will
be desirable places to live. When San
Francisco’s unique amenities become
accessible again it will likely experience a rebound.
In addition, Warnock suspects
that employees will ultimately return
to their offices as employers confront
the drawbacks of working at home,
such as social isolation and decreased
productivity. Likewise, any expectation that staff will be able to maintain
their high San Francisco salaries while
“working remotely in Boise” will likely
be dashed, as companies move to make
salaries commensurate with place of
residence, rather than the remote urban
workplace location.
“I don’t think San Francisco fits an
urban exodus model,” said Warnock. “I
think San Francisco will continue to
see growth, but at a lesser rate” after
years of being over-priced “the residential market feels like it is moving to a
more equitable market”.
A 15-year veteran of San Francisco’s residential property management sector, who is currently a portfolio

manager at a company that oversees
4,000 rental properties in the City,
largely agreed that rent reductions will
continue for a while, but that in the
long-term rents will rebound, thought
probably not to previous highwater
levels.
The professional, who preferred to
remain anonymous, also pointed to the
homeless epidemic as a problem that
continues to dampen San Francisco
rental prices. Public health policies
have worsened the situation, resulting
in larger, more permanent, encampments. SoMa has been especially affected; previously desirable properties
have been rendered unrentable by a
nearby encampment. Two apartments
in one building that would’ve rented
quickly had two viewers in two months,
despite 30 percent rent reductions. “I
cannot get people to come by, because
of the encampment” reported the
portfolio manager.
While the vacancy rate of his
portfolio doubled in recent months, the
industry veteran agreed that many of
those moving are taking advantage of
declining rents to find larger apartments elsewhere in the City for the
same price. “I see the forwarding addresses and the majority are for other
San Francisco addresses,” he said.
Growing vacancies have prompted
incentives by property owners, such as
offering a month or two of free rent,
cash rebates or gift cards. However,
the portfolio manager finds this trend
problematical, as it takes landlords into
legally troubled waters, a view shared
by Daniel Stern, principal at the real
estate law firm, Wasserman-Stern.
Stern noted that the San Francisco
Rent Board and local courts have found
that inducements are generally consid-

ered a reduction in a tenant’s base rent;
under rent control law landlords cannot
later raise rents from these discounted
levels.
“Landlords are doing it anyway…
out of desperation,” said Stern.
Stern noted several recent and
pending legislative developments that
could have far reaching effects on the
rental market, including Proposition
21, which seeks to implement rent control on vacant properties. Proposition
15, which’d raise taxes on commercial
properties valued at $3 million or more,
and state and local laws that temporarily ban no-fault and non-payment
evictions, could also influence rental
markets.
For addition infor mation see
ht tps://w w w.apar t m e ntli st.com /
research/covid-migration-2020-q1-q2.

ECO-PATCH from page 3

with the intention they’ll outcompete
the weeds until other plants fill in,
Harker said. All mulch is “green;” the
entire planting area will eventually be
blanketed by groundcover planting,
which’ll suppress unwanted vegetation
and increases plant biodiversity by
layering multiple plants.
Soil solarization is a nonchemical
method to control weeds through high
temperatures. It captures radiant energy from the sun to “bake” the soil by
covering it with two-millimeter thick,
clear plastic for about six weeks.
“The Eco-Patch project wants to
jumpstart planting of San Francisco
native plants that provide a critical
habitat for wildlife that have evolved
with these particular plants by demonstrating how they can be used in a
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garden setting,” Bogiages said.
The Eco-Patch is part of the larger
PGP Project, which focuses on transfor ming neglected open space in
the Caltrans right-of-way between
17th, Mariposa, San Bruno, and Vermont streets. With San Francisco
Department of Public Works’ help,
the PGP Project steering committee
wants to add art under the adjacent
bridge, an upgraded bike lane and
sidewalk expansion on 17th Street,
corner curb extensions to enhance
pedestrian safety, and a green wall/
fence where needed to replace existing chain link on San Bruno Avenue.
The PGP Project first emerged
in 2012, when Mariposa, Utah, 18th
Street (MUNA) neighbors organized to
beautify San Bruno Avenue and bolster
the sound barrier along the 17th and
Vermont streets Caltrans right-of-way.
They formed the PGP Project steering
committee and raised $15,000 to retain
City-based landscape architect firm
Bionic. With the firm’s help, the steering committee secured more funding
from local businesses, the City, and
state programs, which snowballed,
with the help of Public Works, into $3
million to fund the project. Landscape
and streetscape design responsibility
is being managed by Public Works in
collaboration with the PGP Steering
committee.
Other PGP Project collaborators
include real estate developers Trumark
Rowan and Spear Street Capital.

Subscribe to the View!
Annual subscription: $60

www.potreroview.net/subscribe/
production@potreroview.net
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OBITUARY
Robert Bechtle
May 14, 1932 - September 24, 2020
BY JESSICA ZIMMER

Long-time Potrero Hill resident,
photorealist painter, and former California College of the Arts faculty member, Robert Bechtle, died on September
24, 2020 from Lewy body dementia. He
was 88.
Bechtle was known for his extraordinary skill in memorializing
the everyday, painting such images as
the back of Chevy Nova and a woman
smiling at the camera. At first glance,
the captured moments look like simple
snapshots. A closer look reveals colors
in the shadows that make the images
flicker.
Bechtle’s work conveys his keen
sense of humor. In “Fosters Freeze”
(1975), two children dig into sundaes,
concentrating harder on the ice cream
than on anything around them. In
“Potrero Houses - Pennsylvania Avenue” (1988), a blocky sedan teeters
at the top of Pennsylvania Avenue,
eternally ready to roll down the hill.
Bechtle was a master at painting
long, slanting shadows in the City’s
hills. He enjoyed painting all types of
cars, from sleek Monte Carlos to bulky
Gran Torino wagons.
Local artists remember Bechtle for
his quiet and thoughtful approach to
teaching and creating art.
“When I worked as his teaching
assistant at California College of the

Robert Bechtle, Potrero Hill, 1996, Oil on canvas. SFMoMA collection; Ruth Nash Fund purchase.

Arts, I remember he always came to the
classroom early,” said Mark Johnson,
professor of art at San Francisco State
University. “He spent at least half an
hour setting up every still life. He
wanted students to be able to create a
well-balanced picture, the kind he’d
paint himself,”
Bechtle was born in San Francsico
on May 14, 1932 to Thelma (Peterson)
Bechtle, then a schoolteacher, and Otto
Bechtle, an electrician. He spent his
early years in the City, later living in

Copyright: Robert Bechtle; Image: Ben Blackwell

Oakland and Sacramento. The family
ultimately returned to the Bay Area,
where Bechtle attended Alameda High
School.
Bechtle earned a Bachelor of Applied Arts in interdisciplinary design
(1954) and Master of Fine Arts in
painting (1958) from the California
College of Arts and Crafts (CCAC).
He received an honorary doctorate in
art from CCAC in 2007. In 1957, while
still a CCAC graduate student, Bechtle
began teaching there. He remained a

faculty member until 1985.
Bechtle taught design at the University of California, Berkeley from
1965 to 1966, and drawing and painting at UC Davis from 1966 to 1967. In
1968, Bechtle’s former CCAC classmate,
Richard McLean, asked him to teach
art at San Francisco State University.
Bechtle remained a SFSU faculty member until 1999.
Frances Velasco, a SFSU professor
ROBERT BECHTLE continues on next page
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ROBERT BECHTLE from previous page

of art and San Francisco muralist,
recalled Bechtle as part of a group of
art faculty that used to lunch together.
“He was very methodical, very
private, but also a sharp observer. He
was a master draftsman and loved
teaching beginning art classes. He
wanted students to get that foundation
with perspective and materials,” said
Velasco.
Bechtle’s work was widely known
and exhibited, especially his oil paintings and prints. Bechtle also created
watercolors and drawings.
Be cht le was honor e d w it h a
Guggenheim Foundation fellowship
(1985), election to the National Academy of Design (1993), and an award in
painting from the American Academy
of Arts and Letters (1995). Although he
exhibited at many galleries, he formed
a close relationship with Barbara
Gladstone, owner of Gladstone Gallery, which has locations in New York
and Brussels.
“Bob could transform artifacts
from everyday situations and settings
into unbelievably powerful, aweinspiring compositions that capture
the poignancy, magic, beauty of the
quotidian moments in life,” said Gladstone. “His paintings are incredibly
rich with texture and visual information. The impact of seeing his work in
person is truly striking. His artistic
vision has inspired many artists and
artistic movements. We feel so honored
to have had the opportunity to work
with him for nearly twenty years,” said
Gladstone.
Bechtle’s prints first appeared at

the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art (SFMoMA) in 1959, when it was
known as the San Francisco Museum
of Art. In 2005, SFMoMA, which now
has 19 Bechtle pieces in its collection,
mounted a retrospective of his work.
Janet Bishop, SFMoMA’s chief curator
and curator of Bechtle’s retrospective,
said he was one of the City art community’s true greats.
“Bob grew up on Bay Area Figurative art, inspired by Richard Diebenkorn, in particular. He found his own
voice in the late 1960s as he moved
toward realism and an explicit use
of very casual, snapshot-like source
material from his own life, cars, family,
street scenes. And yet everything about
his paintings is intentional, from the
structure to the imagery to the way he
worked with paint,” said Bishop.
Bechtle forged other local ties,
especially with Crown Point Press, a
San Francisco gallery attached to a
printmaking studio. Bechtle became a
member of the Society of Independent
Artists, a City-based group of painters,
sculptures, photographers, conceptual
artists, and a few musicians.
“Robert was nice, shy, and not
controversial. He was a great painter,”
said Tom Marioni, a conceptual artist
and a founding member of the Society.
“I used to kid him that he was cheating
by projecting photographs and then
tracing them to paint. He told me there
was no cheating in art. The proof is in
the pudding.”
Paul Kos, a conceptual artist and
Society member, recalled that Bechtle
wouldn’t paint images of glorious sunsets or Bay views. Instead, he painted
the house across the street, the 1968

Pontiac parked in a driveway.
“The ordinary became extraordinary because of his skilled craftsmanship and photorealistic attention
to detail. Potrero’s Hill’s history was
documented by this quiet, soft spoken
generous spirit,” said Kos.
Isabelle Sorrell, a conceptual artist, Society member, and Kos’ wife, said
Bechtle’s character and mindfulness
were evident in his everyday habits.
“I recall having [Bechtle and
Whitney Chadwick, Robert Bechtle’s
second wife and an art historian who
taught at SFSU] over for dinner at
our place. As most frequently, our
mutual guests were animated into the
conversation while Bob was eating
his dinner quietly. said Sorrell. “I
always thought that there was something beautiful through his focus in
whatever he was doing. That time he
was eating...was as sacred as when he
put a mark down on paper or canvas.
Ultimately, we can say that through his
commitment, rigorous methodology,
and clarity toward what mattered to
him he left proof of who he was…one
connects with his work or not, you
know a Bechtle when you see it!”
Ruth Miller, a watercolor painter,
Hill resident, and friend of Bechtle,
said she misses Bechtle’s profound
capacity for kindness and sweetness.
“He was such a generous listener,
so easy to talk to, and so quick to laugh.
Any number of people could find a
point of entry with him. He transcended so many categories personally
and professionally. He will be sorely
missed,” said Miller.
“He was a mensch, in every sense of
the word,” said Stephen Beal, president
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of California College of the Arts.
Beal said Bechtle generously
supported the school, often attending scholarship dinners and student
openings.
“His work and who he was resonated with people. He was skilled far
beyond his technical ability. He was
poetic in a humanistic way,” said Beal.
Beal said Bechtle’s portraits of
the southeastern neighborhoods in
particular, the lights, streets, and hills
of Potrero Hill, “instill the viewer with
a sense of purpose and dignity.”
Rachel Howard, a freelance journalist who interviewed Bechtle for
SF State Magazine, SFSU’s alumni
magazine, said Bechtle taught her valuable lessons when he invited her to his
Potrero Hill home and studio in 2006.
“His studio wasn’t a very large
room. It was the size of a one-car garage. Bechtle had many paintings old
and new up on the wall. He indicated
he was constantly reconsidering his
work,” said Howard. “His studio was
fit for a professional who lived a very
quiet life. Bechtle was happy to stay
in the room with his work, just him
and his supplies, working slowly and
carefully. He brought his full self to his
work. He showed me this is how emotion enters your art. Art happens in a
community, in a culture. It is created
when there is a gathering place of artists. Robert Bechtle was an important
part of the City’s art community. Other
artists were very important to him and
his work as well.”
Bechtle is survived by his son, Max
Bechtle, his daughter, Anne Bechtle,
and his wife, Whitney Chadwick.

BICYCLE LOANS

MADE EASY
Low rates, flexible terms,
and quick decisions.

Whether you're in the market for a new or used bicycle, electric bicycle, or are looking for the right
equipment to complete your ride, we’re confident you'll find a loan you'll love.

Loans up to $20,000 & flexible
terms up to 60 months

Affordable payments with
rates as low as 6.99% APR*

Protect your ride through
RCU Insurance Services

Get started today.

1 (800) 479-7928 | redwoodcu.org/bicycles
Rates effective 10/1/20. All rates, terms, and special offers subject to change. Bicycle may be financed up to 120% Loan-to-Value of the bicycle including the cost of accessories. Certain restrictions may apply. Bicycle loan payment example: 36-mo.
term, pay $30.88 per $1,000 borrowed at 6.99% APR. Insurance products are not deposits of RCU and are not protected by the NCUA. They are not an obligation of or guaranteed by RCU and may be subject to risk. Any insurance required as
a condition of an extension of credit by RCU need not be purchased from RCU Insurance Services (RCUIS) and may be purchased from an agent or an insurance company of the member’s choice. RCUIS is a wholly owned subsidiary of
RCU. Business conducted with RCUIS is separate and distinct from any business conducted with RCU. License no. 0D91054 NPN no. 7612227. Membership open to anyone living or working in the greater North Bay and San Francisco.

*
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Bored in the House?

Wanted: Garage

I’ll take your kids outside to play!
I’m a college sophomore, Division
III Women’s Lacrosse player, soccer
player, experienced camp counselor,
and certified wilderness first
responder who’s available for outdoor
soccer coaching, fitness training or
just playing in the park - $20 per hour
per child (group rates available). Call
or text me: Sara 415-872-2254

Single car or larger. Potrero Hill or
reasonably close. Please contact Jim
415.265.9811.

Freelance Writers Wanted
Modest pay, interesting assignments.
Contact: editor@potreroview.net

Subscription Salespeople Wanted
Minimum wage, intermittent work.
Editor@potreroview.net

Legal Notices
The View now accepts legal notices.
Please contact: production@
potreroview.net; 415.643.9578.

Muir Beach Studio and House
Walking distance to the beach, with
the crashing waves visible and audible.
No need to interact with anyone but
your lovely selves. And we have plenty
of toilet paper!
Studio: Cozy studio comfortable for
two-people. Includes kitchenette
and private patio with views of the
crashing waves. $175/night plus
cleaning fee, two-night minimum.
Editor@potreroview.net or
415.643.9578.
House: Three bedrooms, two full
baths, with deck with views of the
crashing waves. $300/night plus
cleaning fee, three-night minimum.
Editor@potreroview.net
or 415.643.9578.

Got something to sell? Have a service to provide? Each classified
ad is $25 for up to 200 characters. www.potreroview.net/advertise
ESPRIT PARK from front page

active, and we anticipate that the project will take about a year to complete…
Since [the View] last reached out on the
renovations we have held five meetings
with community groups, conducted an
online survey, held a community workshop and a playdate in the park. We
are working on finalizing the concept
design and completing environmental
review and hope to have that all approved no later than the end of 2020.”
“It’s been a long and tortuous
process,” J.R. Eppler, Potrero Boosters
Neighborhood Association president,
said. “It’s time for Rec Park to come
in front of the broad community and
present it with options.”
“The reason it’s taking so long is
because Rec Park has to burn up $3
million in soft costs,” said a person who
claimed knowledge of the situation but
only would speak off-the-record. “It
could have been started a year ago.”
Soft costs consist of administrative and otherwise non-physical work.
According to Sink, $252,000 has been
spent so far.
“I heard they were renovating but
what are they renovating it for? It’s
a great park just as it is,” said Mel, a
Dogpatch resident who has been coming to the park with husband, Andrew,
and their dogs for two years. “It’s very
verdant, has lots of shade, and it’s very
dog-friendly. We take the doggos up
there and there are lots of very friendly
dogs they can hang out with. It’s not
too busy.”
Asked why they prefer Esprit Park
to a nearby designated dog space, Andrew replied that the dog park is “dirt,
concrete, and clay; not a nice place.
I don’t know how to say this without
sounding like a hippy: I like that there’s
a place where they can go be in nature,
be in a forested area.”
“Families are overpowered by a
very powerful and well-organized dog
constituency,” said a Dogpatch resident
who declined to be named. “There are
two groups, Toes and Paws for Green
Space and Friends of Esprit Park controlling the narrative, both of which are
majority dog owners. They don’t want

NEIGHBORHOOD BUSINESSES

Your Local Lender.

Here To Help You Navigate Homeownership

Julie
Shumate

NMLS#310202 | Loan Consultant

(925) 413-6963 cell
www.loanDepot.com/jshumate
700 Airport Boulevard, Suite 280 Burlingame, California
94010 | Office: (650) 993-7581 | loanDepot.com, LLC
NMLS ID 174457. Licensed by the Department of Business
Oversight under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act
CRMLA 4131040. (082020 373960)

NEW AD FORMAT
FROM THE VIEW!
Let your neighbors know
what you have to offer!
PREPAY:
6 months
12 months

2” x 2”
$345.
$555.

2” x 4”
$690.
$1,110.

Contact us:
415.643.9578 | production @ potreroview.net

MAKE YOUR TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATION
to the View through SF Community Power; consider
including your favorite newspaper in your trust.
Correspondence to: 296 Liberty Street, San Francisco 94114

Don’t forget to:

playgrounds; they want to make Esprit
Park a world class dog park. Children
are afraid to go to the park because of
the dogs. At what point do we need to
fence our children in and let the dogs
run free?”
PUBLISHER’S VIEW from page 6

fat. San Francisco is way better than
Los Angeles; well, it just is.
Once solidified, we don’t often dig
beneath the surface of our master stories. Doing so is hard, potentially disruptive, and anyways things are fine.
Like our attitudes about the weather,
our understanding of what’s normal
can become petrified. It always rained
in November growing up, making it
weird when it doesn’t, despite the fact
that, and setting aside human influences, climate patterns fluctuate over
centuries. In middle and high schools, I
learned that the founding fathers were
flawless; don’t be telling me that they
were slaveholding misogynists.
It’s not that we can’t change; we
can and do. But it takes effort, both to
shed embedded principles and forgive
others for continuing to hold on to
theirs. A natural outcome of altering a
master story is for those transformed
to urgently want to, metaphorically
and sometimes politically, kill what
they’ve left behind, while those still
happy with newly-determined stale or
harmful beliefs feel hurt and angry at
being attacked.
Generation gaps, culture wars,
“cancel cultures,” social and political
movements emerge when a significant
slice of the population has let go of one
story to embrace another. These are
wrought moments, deeply threatening to those holding tight to an aging
master story, bewildering to those
who feel freshly liberated, superior,
in their knowledge that their newly
discovered truth is right, just, and
obvious. It’s akin to when one fiveyear-old smugly devastates another
by announcing that Santa Claus, or
the Tooth Fairy, aren’t real; or worse
yet, that their parents are getting
divorced. It’s a shattering moment; a

world has been destroyed its replacement more conceptual than real.
A mer ica has tw isted its way
through numerous narratives, fitfully
and unevenly changing its beliefs, never
universally. Amidst the conflicting stories, equally contradictory truths have
unfolded, facts that are not, and should
not, be consigned to being opinions.
In the moment America was born
it allowed Blacks to be enslaved. It
took a gruesome Civil War to unshackle these prisoners. To this day
their descendants remain subject
to numerous forms of oppression,
including substandard schools, lower
wages, and an unjust criminal system.
Native tribes were systematically
slaughtered, the survivors herded into
the least productive lands, given false
promises, and then largely ignored.
Behind closed doors but caught on
tape, President Richard Nixon made
seriously racist statements, including
speculating that it might be salutatory
to kill a few Black activists as a way
to smother the civil rights movement.
The Iraq War was based on lies, mostly
promulgated by the Vice President
of the United States. Children have
been chronically separated from their
parents at the southern border, families
jailed because they illegally crossed
a border in search of a better life,
believing in America’s original master
story, unaware that the tale only really
applied to White people.
True too is that the United States
is home to roughly 45 million immigrants, more than any other nation.
We’re generous people, oft ready to
help a stranger, donate to charity, or

volunteer. The U.S. is the center of
global invention, where the light bulb,
airplanes, computers, and cellphones
were created. We’re leaders in aerospace, the only people to have walked
on the moon. Americans have won
more Olympic medals than any other
country. Much of the music the world
listens to – jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, hip-hop,
country, folk, rhythm and blues, soul,
and gospel – comes from the U.S., melodies made possible by making room for
those millions of immigrants.
We’re a great, flawed nation, intermittently grappling with, and occasionally rewriting, our master story. We’ve
demonstrated repeatedly that change
doesn’t come easily, that to develop
in ways that first a few, then many of
us want – related to civil, ecological,
gender, and sexual rights – requires
a fierce, sometimes long, occasionally
bloody, fight. We forget that transformation is rarely easy, which is what
enables us to engage in the next battle.
Sometimes the contest takes place
in clean, well-lit rooms, with careful
listening and respectful applause.
Other times we struggle and slip in the
mud, wrestling one another to exhaustion in a dirty, smelly, pit, nothing
resolved. Still, our ultimate ability to
alter the narrative, to accommodate
someone else’s story, is one of our greatest strengths. It’s a big part of what
makes us Americans.
The View is sponsoring a oncemonthly, year-long, small group series
examining master stories. Tuition is
$1,000. For more information contact
editor@potreroview.net.
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Wendy & Wes Get Results!
Average Days on Market
Wendy
& Wes

19 Days

Citywide
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Average Sale Price to List Price Ratio
Wendy
& Wes
Citywide
100%

118.0%

105.5%
104% 108%

112% 116%

120%

W E N DY WATK I N S
W E S FR E A S
WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.
At Kaiser Permanente, we don’t see health as an industry. We see it as a cause. And
one that we very much believe in. During this extraordinary time we are especially
thankful to the heroism of our frontline workers. And, we would like to express our
deepest gratitude to all of our outstanding care teams and individuals who deliver on
the Kaiser Permanente mission each day to improve the health of our members and
the communities we serve. We are here to help you thrive. Learn more at kp.org.

Whether it's helping sellers sell faster and for a higher price, or helping
buyers land their dream home, we're committed to the success of each
and every client, both on Potrero Hill and throughout San Francisco.

Call us to learn how we can help you!
Wendy Watkins
REALTOR®
LIC# 01854549

415.367.5997
WendyWatkins@CorcoranGL.com

Wes Freas
REALTOR®
LIC# 013122854

415.518.6538
WesFreas@CorcoranGL.com

WesandWendyHomes.com
Data Source: San Francisco Association of Realtors Multiple Listing Service (SFAR MLS), single family homes and condos sold between 1/1/19 and 12/31/19.
Information believed reliable, but not guaranteed. © 2020 Corcoran Global Living. All rights reserved. Each franchise is independently owned and operated.
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Imagine
Dalmaria

Organic Broth

Thanksgiving Produce Super Specials All Month!
Shop The Good Life For All Your Holiday Fixings!

Epicurian
Spreads

32 oz

-reg.3.99

$3.49

8.5 oz -5.99

King’s Hawaiian

$5.49

Sweet Rolls
12 oz -reg 3.99

2/$5.00

Cowgirl Creamery

Chimney
Rock

Open
Thanksgiviing
Day!!!

Save $2.00/lb
Back to Nature

Crackers

Straus

Organic
Yogurt

6-8.5 oz -reg 4.99

$2.99
Martinelli’s

Sparkling
Cider
25.4 oz -reg 3.99

$3.49

32 oz

-reg 5.69

$4.99
Montchevre

Cranberry Cinnamon
Goat Cheese $4.99

Humphry
Slocombe

4 oz

Ice
Cream
16 oz -reg 8.29

Willamette Valley
Topo Chico

Mineral Water
25.4 oz -reg 2.29

$1.79

Raw Pie
Shells

$6.99

-reg 5.49

$4.99
Reserve Your Fresh Turkey And
Yummy Upper Crust Pie Today!!!

Happy Holidays!

8A.M. - 8 P.M. NEW HOURS

Deposit Required. Phone Orders Accepted

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT THE GOOD LIFE

Sale Prices effective November 2-29, 2020

Open Every Day! 8 AM to 8 PM - 1524 Twentieth Street - Potrero Hill - San Francisco - 415-282-9204

2020

